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JESSE DE PAGTER

Trust in robot futures:  
The role of sociotechnical potential 

The aim of this paper is to develop an approach that conceptualizes the role 
of sociotechnical potential in the discourse around trust in emerging technol-
ogy. Thereby it focuses on robotics as an example of an emerging technology 
which is subject to many expectations concerning its future. The paper first 
provides a general overview of the thinking on trust in philosophy of technol-
ogy. In the section after that, the paper argues for the importance of adding 
the perspective of technological potential by emphasizing how the discourse 
around emerging technologies like robotics is often referring to a world-to-
come. Based on this idea, the final section argues for an approach to trust 
in technology that is based on the perspective of multiplicity of technology 
narratives. As such, the goal is to build and foster trust in the future of robots 
based on a notion of technodiversity.
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Introduction

During the last decade, philosophy of technology has become firmly involved 
in the development of conceptual frameworks that address social and ethical 
issues that arise around emerging technologies. As such, the field has developed 
a considerable voice in discussions on policies that deal with the (future) im-
plications of new technologies such as robotics and AI. By bringing ethical and 
societal issues to the foreground, an important goal of those frameworks is to 
represent the human factor in technology. In this way, „human” values like dig-
nity, autonomy and equality should be safeguarded when it comes to the further 
introduction of new technologies to our societies (Ethics Advisory Group 2018).

In this paper, the goal is to understand future implications of emerging tech-
nology from the perspective of trust in technology. While the influence of new 
technologies is a continuous concern in our societies, trust in emerging technolo-
gies is also on the rise as an issue of concern. The topic of trust has therefore be-
come increasingly important in recent discussions on technological development 
and has aroused a discourse around the attitude of users, consumers, publics and 
citizens towards automation and robotics. In this context, surveys have demon-
strated that the trust in robotics and other emerging technologies is a multidimen-
sional concept that entails many different social, economic and political aspects 
(Miller et al. 2020; Edelman 2020). Important to note is that when it comes to 
emerging technologies, many of the discussions about the societal effects of those 
technologies are referring to consequences that have not yet been fully exhibited. 
A considerable part of such discussions is therefore based on future expectations 
and imaginations (Suchman 2019). Even though emerging technologies are not 
yet fully developed and might even fail to correspond to those different expecta-
tions, this paper considers the speculative element of those discussions to be of 
relevance to philosophy of technology exactly because of the sociopolitical effects 
that expectations and imaginations have (Rowland and Spaniol 2015).

In this paper, an approach to trust in (robotic) technology’s futures will be 
developed in three sections. The first section will provide a short overview 
of the way in which trust in technology has been addressed in contemporary 
philosophy of technology. Several major themes will be distinguished in order 
to describe this relationship. The section after that, the paper will introduce 
the topic of sociotechnical potential in order to grasp the concept of specula-
tion as part and parcel of technological futures. Finally in the last section, the 
paper will use this concept in order to discuss a narrative approach towards 
trust that is based on the notion of technodiversity.

Philosophy of technology & trust in technology

The topic of trust in technology is an interesting issue in philosophy of tech-
nology, especially because it can be directly connected to several major topics 
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that have been prominent within philosophy of technology in recent decades, 
as will be explained below. Several important notions and ideas about trust in 
technology will be described and divided into three, interrelated, subsections. 
The first subsection will deal with the normativity of technology, the second 
with the appearance of technology and the final one with the reliance on tech-
nology. The topics of those subsections are consciously chosen, but alternative 
distinctions would certainly be possible. Furthermore, most of the literature 
that is featured comes from philosophy of technology and, when useful, refer-
ences to the case of robotics will be made. 

Trust and normativity of technology

The study of norms and values embedded in technologies and technologi-
cal objects has been very prominent in philosophy of technology for a long 
time. Langdon Winner’s famous 1980 article ‘Do Artifacts Have Politics’ is an 
often-cited example from this tradition (Winner 1980). Winner argued that 
technological artefacts themselves can be the embodiment of political val-
ues. In this context, his article demonstrated that technological artefacts have 
traditionally been strictly exempt from understandings that recognized their 
important role as carriers of norms and values. In research on trust in tech-
nology, this discussion on norms and values also has an important place, be-
cause it is often (implicitly) argued that trust in technologies can be increased 
by looking at the norms and values behind them (Vermaas et al. 2010). The 
processes of designing, introducing and using technological artefacts are key 
in such conceptualizations of technological trust.

For that reason, activities that try to (re)conceptualize and characterize 
technologies and technological artefacts constitute an important field of study. 
A central idea in this focus on technological objects as normative elements in 
sociotechnical systems is often referred to as the concept of the „black box” 
(Pinch 1992). An important notion behind this concept is that a lack of trans-
parency in design-processes and artefacts can harm the fundamental open 
character of democratic societies. They allow for monopolization of power 
through technology while discouraging co-design practices. Moreover, artifi-
cial agents, such as robots and AI could pose existential threats to humanity 
since their strategic and practical advantages can lead to a whole new series 
of values: robo-defined values instead of human-defined ones (Danaher 2019). 
In this way, a lack of insight into the technological object itself has been con-
nected to a lack of trust in that technology, since blackboxing of technology 
renders the value conflicts within the design process invisible (Pasquale 2015). 
Arguing from this rationale of transparency versus black boxing, the develop-
ment of trustworthy technology can be achieved by rendering the technology’s 
design less opaque (European Commission AI HLEG 2019). While understand-
ing technology as a culturally constructed phenomenon, especially research 
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from science and technology studies (STS) has made a strong case for opening 
those black boxes. Technological artefacts are in that regard to be understood 
as elements of sociotechnical systems where they are part of a co-production 
process in which multiple stakeholders are participating (Sabanovic 2010). By 
analysing the social practices and cultural values that constitute such socio-
technical systems, technological objects can be rendered more transparent 
and become subject to deliberation. 

In relation to the opening of black boxes, some philosophers of technology 
have been arguing that the engagement with design and engineering practices 
themselves can foster trust in technology (Cook 2010). Arguing from this point 
of view, philosophers of technology have emphasized the important role of 
responsible research and innovation for the sake of increasing trust in robot-
ics (Stahl and Coeckelbergh 2016). In order to develop trustworthy robots, the 
idea is that open and responsible design processes can help to understand and 
influence the norms and values that are inscribed into them. As such, the de-
velopment of the notion of trust in technology has been evolving together with 
initiatives to include ethics as a part of the design of technologies (Dignum et 
al. 2018). Arguing from that point of view, technology ethics has been provid-
ing important contributions to different approaches that try to improve the 
design process of new technologies. A good example is the approach of Partici-
patory Design (PD), where the main goal is to involve the stakeholders into the 
process of designing new technological artefacts (van der Velden and Mörtberg 
2014). Another prominent example is Value Sensitive Design (VSD), which tries 
to further an approach where norms and values become directly embedded in 
design and engineering practices (Umbrello 2019). By doing so, the aim of those 
and other approaches is to democratize the design processes and enable users 
to gain a voice in those processes (Kensing and Greenbaum 2012).

Trust and appearance of technology

The insight into the role of technologies’ and technological artifacts’ appearance 
is an area of research that spreads over many different disciplines. Robots are a 
particularly interesting type of technology in that regard, because their appear-
ance has many different technocultural connotations, as is for instance demon-
strated in the widely used concept of the uncanny valley (Misselhorn 2010). 
Especially when it comes to humanoid embodied robots, the conceptualization 
of the artefact’s appearance has become an important part of the discussion 
on the trust in them (Graaf, de and Malle 2017). Philosophy of technology has 
mainly been contributing to this issue through its conceptual work on the un-
derstanding of such appearances behind the perceived agency of technological 
artefacts (Coeckelbergh 2012). An important issue in that regard concerns the 
current (Western) conception of (moral) agency, which is increasingly turning 
out to be problematic with regards to new technologies such as robots. The main 
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issue being that on several levels (e.g. moral, organisational, legal), it is becoming 
theoretically tangible and practically useful to treat robots at least partly as mor-
ally responsible agents (Gunkel 2018; Sullins 2011). In this way, robots problem-
atize categorizations of human morality and extend the class of entities that can 
be potentially involved in moral situations (Floridi and Sanders 2004).

Those considerations concerning the agency of technological artefacts have 
important implications for the discussion on trust as they have become a fruit-
ful and widely used model for the analysis of robots’ positions in our societies 
(Gunkel 2012). In order to deal with the moral implications of the changing 
agential status of technologies, the concepts around their morality help to 
guide the discussion on the ways in which those technologies can be controlled 
(Bryson and Kime 2011). A successful example of one of those concepts is that 
of „artificial moral agents” (AMA’s) (Wallach and Allen 2009). Whereas it is in 
this case not really a discussion if those AMA’s possess consciousness and/or 
sentience or not, the question is rather how appearances of robots can lead 
to derived forms of interpersonal trust (Nickel, Franssen, and Kroes 2010). 
Moreover, the issue regarding moral patiency of robots is an important one, 
because it asks to what extent robots (and other non-humans) are constituting 
an „other”, to whom moral duties and responsibilities should be appropriated 
(Allen and Wallach 2012). This is an important debate because it conceptualiz-
es robots as AMA’s that enforce new ethical dynamics in our societies. In that 
regard it is important to understand the new ways in which robots can become 
defined within such a society. This is for instance explicated by looking at the 
ways in which robots can be held responsible for their actions (Pagallo 2010). 

This discussion on robot appearance and the mechanisms behind this ap-
pearance also has effects on the way in which robot design can lead to more 
trustworthy artefacts. Their societal contribution might be improved if we 
equip them with norms that increase their perceived moral competence 
(Malle 2016). Such discussions have therefore led to an increasing call for 
more transparent robotic artefacts. Especially in fields like Human Robot In-
teraction (HRI) and other fields this has increased initiatives that aim to make 
robots more transparent with regards to their appearance and behavior to-
wards users (Wortham and Theodorou 2017). Especially in a governance con-
text, those approaches have been urged in order to foster trust in technology 
(Winfield and Jirotka 2018). An example of a governance context where this 
has happened is the legal notion of “electronic persons” which has been pro-
posed by the European Parliament in 2017 (EP 2017, § 59f).

Trust and reliance on technology

Finally, within philosophy of technology the question of technology’s ambiva-
lent position when it comes to reliance on technology versus mastery and con-
trol through the use of technology has been present for a long time. This theme 
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can already be found in the work of authors like Heidegger and Mumford, 
where it is used to discuss how technology is shaping human practices and 
perceptions of its environment (Coeckelbergh 2015). Important in this regard 
is the understanding of technology as an empowering extension of human 
faculties, while simultaneously problematizing its role as mediation between 
humans and their environment (Floridi 2014). As such, this perspective on 
technology emphasizes the notion of technological infrastructures creating 
novel realities which are (co-)defining the conditions under which humans 
live and speak (Coeckelbergh 2017). 

When technology is conceptualized in this manner, the above-mentioned 
issue of reliance versus mastery becomes connected to the notion of trust 
through the issue of vulnerability. Whereas technological infrastructures need 
a certain amount of trust in order to function, this trust can only function if 
trusting agents accept the vulnerability that comes with their trust (Mcknight 
et al. 2011). With this constitutive character of technology in mind, trust can 
best be conceptualized as confidence: rather than just relying on technology, 
the process of technological mediation is to be understood in a sense of con-
stitution. This entails that humans trust themselves to technology, whereby 
humans recognize how their subjectivity is partly constituted by the technol-
ogies that they rely on and entrust with authority (Kiran and Verbeek 2010). 
This notion of human reliance on technology is important, as it constitutes a 
technological risk and is therefore creating a certain degree of trust in spite 
of this risk (Nickel 2013). Furthermore, another important element of this dis-
cussion of reliance on technology is the idea that large and complex techno-
logical systems constitute a certain risk of breakdown (Viklund 2003). In cases 
of malfunction of (components of) those systems, human lives can potentially 
become threatened. In that regard it is important to recognize the vulnerabil-
ity of complex societies, especially since the trust in technological systems can 
shift to an attitude of mistrust in situations that showcase vulnerability, such 
as disasters or other cases that expose shortcomings of technological infra-
structures (Winner 2004).

Interpreting technology as constituting the environment in which humans 
operate while constituting a certain vulnerability is especially useful when 
analysing large-scale trends within society (Dierkes and Grote 2005). As tech-
nologies play an important role in our societies, the issues of trust and risk 
continue to be relevant to discussions on large topics such as human rights 
and the maintenance of democratic values. A prominent example in that re-
gard has been the trust in digital technologies (Taddeo 2017). Also in relation 
to this perspective, several approaches from STS have been useful, especially 
by drawing attention to the perspective of trust as part of the entanglements 
that constitute the relationship between humans and technological artefacts 
(both virtual as well as physical ones) (Simon 2010). The topic of trust is in that 
regard a very ambivalent one, as trust is on the one hand important for tech-
nological systems to function, but can on the other hand be very misleading for 
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the individual users. Trustworthiness and transparency are also in this case 
important topics: developing technologies to be more trustworthy by making 
them transparent, explainable and accountable can help to analyse and expose 
the way in which large sociotechnical systems constitute new power-relations.

Emerging technology and the role of sociotechnical potential

After developing a short overview of the thinking on trust in philosophy of 
technology in general, the goal for the rest of this paper is to develop an un-
derstanding of the role of technological speculations when it comes to trust in 
emerging technologies. Robotics is thereby used as an interesting and useful 
example, since it can be understood as an exemplary case of an emerging 
technology that is projected to have a considerable impact in the (near) future. 
Following the anticipated importance of robots in the society of the future, 
governments and corporations have a considerable stake in the increase of 
their citizens’ or customers’ trust in robots (Miller et al. 2020). When it comes 
to the mechanisms behind such trust, philosophers of technology have a firm 
theoretical background that allows them to develop valuable insights into the 
societal ramifications of those developments, as the section above has shown. 
Next to the technophilosophical value of elaborating on such topics, they also 
present an opportunity for philosophy of technology to gain a direct involve-
ment in decision-making processes around technology governance, as has al-
ready been shown with regards to robot ethics (Bösl and Bode 2018). Having 
said that, this section develops a complementary theme to the ones offered 
in the section above. This theme being the engagement with the role of spec-
ulative and imaginative elements in emerging technologies when it comes to 
the issue of trust. The paragraphs below will explain the consideration of this 
theme as a complementary perspective. After that, the last section will consid-
er what this perspective entails for the understanding of trust in technology. 
By adding the element of technological futures to this discussion, the aim is 
therefore to enrich the conceptual framework on trust.

As has been argued in the introduction, the notion of the projected rise 
of robotics is generating many different forms of speculative imaginaries re-
garding its future. Moreover, even though robotic artefacts are already quite 
actively deployed in different manners, many components of the policies and 
strategies concerning robotics are (unsurprisingly) referring to robotic fu-
tures (Bösl and Bode 2018). Crucial thereby is that the rhetorics surrounding 
those expectations are often based on diverging assessments regarding the 
future of those technologies. Some of those assessments refer to the possi-
bility that robotic artefacts will possess a plethora of novel properties and 
abilities which provides them with a revolutionary and transformative future 
potential (Fox 2018). Other assessments however rather point at the poten-
tial effects of robotics on the labor market or the potential challenges they 
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pose to fundamental human rights (Koops et al. 2013; Freeman 2015). In that 
regard, the robots of the future are very much the objects of imaginations 
and projections regarding their societal impact, together with other emerging 
technologies such as AI, nanotechnology, and biotechnology (Heffernan 2019). 
Whereas the uniqueness of this new robotic wave of automation should still 
be viewed with a healthy amount of scepticism, the goal of this paper is not to 
discredit such visions of the future. Rather, the paper’s goal is to understand 
how speculative thinking constitutes new understandings of emerging tech-
nologies and their futures. In order to do that, let’s get more insight into the 
analysis of technology’s speculative character.

The focus on the analysis of technology’s speculative character as such is 
nothing new in philosophy of technology. There are several accounts within 
that point at the ideological or even eschatological character of technological 
speculations (Burdett 2014; Geraci 2010). Moreover, speculations concerning 
technological potential are within philosophy of technology often conceptu-
alized as part of the human drive for mastery over its environment; a drive 
that became particularly „successful” in Modernity in which ‚modern man 
aims at actively controlling fate’ (Mul 2014, 18). Others have connected this 
speculativity to the fictional character of expectations in contemporary soci-
eties while understanding them as an element of the ‚dynamic restlessness of 
capitalism’ (Beckert 2016, 90). Another interesting view on the speculative ele-
ment in technology has recently been made by Daryl Cressman. Arguing for a 
stronger engagement with the topic of (sociotechnical) potentiality regarding 
the study of technological artefacts, Cressman argues for a renewed atten-
tion for dialectical philosophy of technology, thereby prioritizing the dynam-
ic tension between ‚that-which-is and that-which-could-be’ (Cressman 2020, 
4). While referring to the work of Andrew Feenberg, Cressman develops an 
understanding of sociotechnical potential as a principle that is based on the 
imaginative capacity to project a better future. In this way, Cressman mainly 
locates the imaginative and speculative element in the user of a technology 
when he writes that ‚users transformed the function and meaning of technolo-
gy to better realize concrete potentials that were not considered in the original 
design’ (Cressman 2020, 8). This is an interesting approach to the issue, espe-
cially because it calls for an engagement with the potentiality in technology 
by emphasizing the importance of the user’s imagination. However, whereas 
this paper subscribes to Cressman’s vision on the potentiality of technological 
objects, it cannot focus on the user in the same way as Cressman does. While 
this focus is certainly not considered invalid or less valuable, it does not fully 
suffice for the specific case of this paper because of two main reasons.

First of all, the focus on the user is often not feasible, exactly because of the 
speculative possibilities of robots. Oon the one hand, many anticipated robots 
are not yet being used, while their potential use is already being negotiated 
on the other hand. They are developed or projected to be developed, but at 
the same time they are often already part of the people’s imagination of the 
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future. So while their meaning and function is already being negotiated, these 
negotiations are not happening on the level of the actual users of the artefact. 
One might question the need for a study of a technology that does not yet 
(fully) exist, but that is exactly what this article is aiming at: as the already 
mentioned surveys regarding public perception of emerging technology have 
demonstrated, those expectations and imaginations have an effect on the trust 
in the future of those technologies (Miller et al. 2020; Edelman 2020). In other 
words, while in many cases, consumers, users and other potentially relevant 
personas do not yet have the ability to transform the function and meaning of 
technologies in their capacity as users, they do have the possibility to engage 
in the different imaginations concerning the consequences and possibilities of 
robotics and other emerging technologies.

Second, even if users were able to interact more closely with robotic ar-
tefacts, their very status as an emerging technology entails a notion of wide-
spread socioeconomic effects. One of the most essential features of emerging 
technologies is that they are projected to have a considerable effect on people’s 
socio-economic situation, while there are many cases in which those people 
are not necessarily going to be direct users or consumers (Hilgartner 2009). As 
is the case with the point above, those projections do have an effect on the way 
in which trust in those technologies is developing (Stebbing 2009). To wit, the 
expected socioeconomic implications of emerging technologies often reach 
beyond the contexts of „users” and „consumers”. Robotics is in that regard a 
good example, as there are many projections regarding its future applications 
and potentials for societal change while not being limited to its effect on di-
rect users and consumers. Furthermore, the complexity of this problem lies 
in the fact that there is often a strong rhetoric that surrounds emerging tech-
nologies. The expectations that those rhetorics purport do nevertheless lead 
to substantial financial and sociocultural investments in the future of those 
emerging technologies (Hilgartner and Lewenstein 2004). 

When it comes to those two points, it is particularly important to define 
where the potentiality resides when it comes to the trust in (robotic) artefacts 
as objects of speculation.  As shown, Cressman locates this mainly in the (lay) 
users, whereas a considerable share of robotic artefacts do not allow the ac-
cess as a direct user. Nevertheless, the imaginative access to the technological 
artefacts is happening through the representation of the robotic artefact’s fu-
tures through media, public debates and the like (Geraci 2010). In this way, the 
potentiality of emerging technologies such as robotics is something that gets 
negotiated beyond the perspective of the direct user or consumer. To summa-
rize, Cressmans understanding of potentiality in technology provides a useful 
insight into the issue at hand, albeit that the focus on the direct user cannot be 
maintained. The goal for the last section of this paper is therefore to develop 
an approach to trust that is based on the notion of sociotechnical potential of 
technology. In line with the points above, this approach will aim to reach be-
yond this focus on the direct user.
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A narrative approach to trust in emerging technology

When it comes to the trust in the sociotechnical potential of (emerging) tech-
nology it is important to emphasize again that the rhetorics and discussions 
concerning their futures are widely diverging. Therefore, in order to reach 
beyond the perspective of the direct user, the proposal is first of all to focus on 
the narratives about robotics. Comparable to Cressman’s engagement with the 
user’s everyday experience with technology, the approach would in this case 
be to engage with the narratives created around the (speculative) artefact. 
Furthermore, while critically engaging with narratives about technological 
artefacts, the proposal is to maintain and promote a concept of „technodi-
versity” as it has been developed by Yuk Hui (Hui 2019). One of Hui’s main 
objectives regarding this concept is to develop philosophical reflections on 
technology that can reconcile Eastern and Western thinking on technology. 
With regards to his notion of technodiversity he writes:

The fundamental question is the regrounding of technology. We have to em-
phasize that this is not to add an ethics to AI or robotics, since we won’t be able 
to change the technological tendency by just adding more values. Instead we 
have to provide new frameworks for future technological developments so 
that a new geopolitics can emerge that is not based on an apocalyptic singu-
larity but technodiversity (Hui 2019, 277).

As becomes clear, Hui uses his concept of technodiversity to plead against 
„adding” ethics and/or values to technology. Instead, Hui argues for a „new 
framework” which is based on his notion of technodiversity. While contrast-
ing this notion of technodiversity with the synchronization and convergence 
of (global) capital, Hui argues that emancipatory politics are difficult to im-
agine when living in a world that is strongly pushing towards technological 
singularity. It is here where Hui’s concept of technodiversity can be interpret-
ed and employed as an argument for the inclusion of notions of technological 
development that aim to engage with the multiplicity of futures concerning 
the potential use of artefact (Rowland and Spaniol 2015). Therefore, this ap-
proach would aim for the active engagement with the different narratives of 
the technological future. In other words, next to negotiating the values be-
hind technological artefacts and technological systems, this paper proposes to 
develop concepts that can help develop new, diverse narratives about robot 
futures. Therefore, following Hui’s approach, the task of philosophy of tech-
nology would be to develop concepts that can stand at the basis of a multiplic-
ity of narratives while engaging with the norms and values that are present in 
the possible different futures of robotics. 

In the same way that Cressman argues for the study of the users’ notion of 
technoscientific potentiality of the artefact, the argument here is for the study 
of the narratives regarding the future role of the artifact. Apart from engaging 
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with the norms, transparency and power-relations in the design of technologi-
cal artefacts, the argument here is for explicit engagement with the narratives 
about the future of those technologies. In this way, philosophy of technolo-
gy would participate in (collective) speculations and imaginations that try to 
make sense of the sociotechnical world as it could become in the future. This 
would entail conceptual frameworks and new understandings that can help 
to systematically develop multiple futures of emerging technologies. The ap-
proach that this paper proposes is therefore to explicitly argue for a close 
engagement with those possible futures, in order to develop new concepts 
that help to understand emerging technology and the way its multiple futures 
play out. In this way, narratives about new technology should hopefully be 
able to push a more diverse array of visions concerning the future of those 
technologies. In this way, it can help to develop theories and concepts in order 
to grasp those futures and create a society that anticipates those futures in a 
democratic, inclusive and trustworthy manner.

Conclusion

The aim of this paper was to frame the development of alternative multiple 
technological futures as an interesting and important part of the discussion 
on trust in technologies and their artefacts. Furthermore, it has argued for an 
engagement with such futures. Crucial for this approach is to emphasize again 
that it contains an explicit call for a strong engagement with the narratives 
concerning the potential of technologies, thereby aiming for an approach that 
looks for new ways to foster technodiversity. Philosophy of technology is one 
of the fields that has a considerable knowledge base which can develop new 
understandings by engaging with different, alternative futures of emerging 
technolog-y and its artefacts. In this way, different narratives on technologies 
can arise and foster new understandings of future artefacts. Thus, by explor-
ing different, alternative scenarios ‚we can help set in place today factors that 
will increase the probability of more desirable futures happening’ (Dunne 
and Raby 2013, 6).
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